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Hot Summer? Cool product! 

Is your freefly suit too hot for Summer? Maybe it's

time  to  get  a  cooler  suit!  The  F3  Summer has

been  designed  to  be  cool  (pun  intended,  of

course...),  but  also  technically  valid  for  serious

freeflyers. 

Packed with high level features, the F3 Summer is

not a toy for kids. The new material used allows a

tight and comfortable fit, where drag is limited to

upper  arms  and  legs  above  the  knees,  and

therefore good flying skills are mandatory.

The new Ultra fabric is also used on knees and

back to make the suit very durable but still nice to

wear.

Elastic  fabric  on  arms  and  knees  is  tight  and

strong, but quite comfy, to keep the suit in place

when performing moves in the air.
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Like the other new freefly models, the F3 Summer

is  promptly  available  in  standard  color  patterns

and sizes, with custom color schemes and sizes

available soon as charged options.

As  all  the  other  Parasport  suits,  quality  is

consistent  by  laser  cut  fabrics,  with  CAD/CAM

driven patterns.

Standard features include:

 Snap dot zipper lock

 Reinforcements on knees and back

 Inner pocket with zipper

 Windproof zipper

 Parasport logo, embroidered on front and

side, thermal transferred on back

 New F3 logo embroidered on arm

 Tight fit

 Standard colors

 Standard sizes

 Fast delivery times (average 4 weeks)

Soon available as charged options:

 Custom colors

 Custom size

 Rush service, 48 hours (real rush!)

Care  for  the  details,  comfort,  performance,

durability,  reliability:  these  features  are  also

included  as  standard.  This  is  the  perfect

alternative to a full length freefly suit when flying

becomes really hot!
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